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Essential
Questions
How do we order
food or a
beverage at a
cafe or a
reastaurant?

How do we
describe the
differences
between the
eating habits in
the United States
and the Frenchspeaking world?
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Content
Meal Taking

Skills

Assessments

labels people
and objects in
a restaurant
or café,

menu for your own
restaurant poster; "Plats du
Jour" survey, our favorite
food/ our favorite
beverage; listening
comprehension audio CD
(see resources) matching;
match the food with the
appropriate meal quiz; see
resources

Food and
Drink

How do we use
the verb "aller" to
tell where we go?
How do we use
the verb "aller" to
tell what we are
"going to
do" (aller +
infinitive)?

Type: Consensus
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VOCABULARY;
noun, pronoun

breakfast food

names typical
French
breakfast
food,

selects typical
lunch meals in
a French café,

lunch food

beverages

explains the
difference
between a
café and a
restaurant,

simple meals
employs basic
expressions of
courtesy while
ordering in a
café,

Standards/PIs
LOTE1-K1-1A

Resources/Notes
TEXTBOOK, BON VOYAGE LEVEL 1, GLENCOE, COPYRIGHT 2005 vocabulary transparencies 5.2, 5.3 audio CD audio activivties, TE,
pages 62-64 workbook pages 43-45 quiz 1, page 22

LOTE1-K1-1B
vocabulary transparencies 5.4, 5.5 audio CD 4 audio activities, TE, pages 64-65 workbook pages 45-46 quiz 2 page 23
LOTE1-K1-1B
audio CD 4 audio activities, TE, pages 66-68 workbook pages 47-50 quizzes 3-6, pages 24-27 ExamView Pro french.glencoe.com
LOTE1-K1-1C
LOTE1-K1-1D

audio CD 4 audio activities, TE, page 71 test page 74 Bon Voyage video, chapter 5 video activities, chapter 5 communication
transparency C5 quizzes 1-6, pages 22-27 performance assessment task 5 situation cards, chapter 5 Pronuncuation transparency P5

LOTE2-K1-1A
chart; contractions with "à"
cloze passage; fill in the
blank with the proper form
of "à" diary entry; Je vais
à.... workbook (see
resources) poster; forms
and contractions with À
shopping list; use the
French menu you have
prepared and make a
shopping list of ingredients
needed
timeline; list school day and
meal times, work day and
meal times
recipe; bring in a simple
recipe and the class decides
which meal it best suits
videotape; see resources
quiz; see resources

VOCABULARY;
verb,
conjugate,
preposition,
contraction

orders
beverages in a
café,

forms of
"aller"

chooses basic
French dinner
foods from a
menu,

the
preposition à

contractions
with à

VOCABULARY;
conjugate,
infinitve,
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future tense,
simple future
tense
lists all forms
of "aller,"
aller +
infinitive

aller +
prendre

ordering in a
restaurant
using "aller"

VOCABULARY;
café, repas,
restaurant

typical French
menus

pets in
restaurants

identifies "à"
as meaning
"to,"

selects the
phrase "à la"
to mean "to
the" when the
destination is
feminine,

converts "à"
to "au" when
the
destination is
masculine and
singular,

changes "au"
to "aux" when
there is more
than one
destination,

tip included
(service
compris)

meals

employs the
contraction "à
l'" when the
destination
begins with a
vowel

meal times

fast food in
France

decribes a
French
breakfast as a
croissant and
coffee,

outlines the
general times
of breakfast,
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lunch and
dinner in
France,

selects foods
common to
each meal,

describes a
typical French
lunch,

explains that
dinnertime in
France is
much later
than in the
United States
due to longer
work and
school days

compares and
contrasts the
eating habits
of the French
with those of
Americans,

How do we use
adjectives to
describe different
types of foods?

hot/cold
rare/welldone
menu

How do we shop
for food in

describes how
they would
like their food
prepared,

Je voudrais...

identifies
items on a
menu

Je vais

memorizes

dialogue between waiter
and client; ordering food to
their liking, listening
comprehension; audio CD;
match food description to
the pictures (see
references), students
create an "ideal meal" and
a "disgusting meal"

LOTE1-K1-1A
LOTE1-K1-1B

TEXTBOOK; BON VOYAGE, LEVEL 1, GLENCOE, COPYRIGHT 2005 vocabulary transparencies 6.2, 6.3 audio CD 4 audio activities, TE,
pages 74-76 workbook, pages 55-56 quiz 1 page 28 french.glencoe.com http://www.lapanetiere.com/menus.htm
http://www3.villanova.edu/conferences/govinstitutewl/Lesson%20Plans/Lesson%20Plans%202005/French/Skumin,%20Megan%20%20French.pdf http://www.frenchculinary.com/lecole_menus.htm

LOTE1-K1-1C
LOTE1-K1-1D

vocabulary transparencies 6.4, 6.5 audio CD 4 audio activities, TE, pages 76-78 workbook pages 56-57 quiz 2 oage 29 Examview Pro
http://www.glencoe.com http://www.foodreference.com/html/art-french-markets.html http://www.frenchentree.com/france-foodcuisine/ http://www.boston.com/ae/food/articles/2007/08/08/a_whimsical_american_take_on_french_food/

LOTE2-K1-1A
audio CD 4 audio activities, TE, pages 79-81 workbook pages, 58-61 quizzes 3-5, pages 30-32 Examview Pro
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specific stores
(market /
supermarket)?
How do we use
the verb "faire"
and other
idiomatic
expressions to
tell what we are
doing at the
present moment?
How do we ask
for the specific
quantity of food
that we want
using the metric
system?
How do we use
the verb "avoir",
the partitive, and
the definite
article to tell
what we have
and don't have?
How do we use
the verbs
"pouvoir" and
"vouloir" to talk
about what we
are able to do
and want to do?

commander...

boulangeriepatisserie
cremerie
poissonerie
marche
supermarche
forms of the
verb faire

faire la cuisine
faire les
courses
faire un piquenique

Combien
un kilo
une livre

What are some
foodshopping customs
of Frenchspeaking
countries and
how do they
differ from those
in the United
States?

un litre
un paquet
une tranche
grammes
forms of
"avoir"
contractions of
"de" + le, la,
l', les
"de" in the
negative
forms of
"pouvoir" and
"vouloir"
compound
verb clauses "pouvoir" and
"vouloir"
followed by an
infinitive
Specialized
shops vs. big
supermarkets

how to ask for
a specific
menu item
expresses
what they
would like to
order from a
menu,
points out the
differences
between menu
items
describes
specific menu
items and how
they would
like them
cooked

distinguishes
between the
different
specialty
stores
chooses which
store certain
things are
bought in
identifies
similarities
and
differences
between a
marche and a
supermarche
examines
what the
benefits to
each type of
store are

conjugates the
verb "faire"
applies the
forms of
"faire" to
idiomatic
expressions
chooses the
correct form
of the verb
"faire" when
using simple
speech
recognizes
idiomatic
expressions

listening comprehension;
audio CD match the store
to what is being sold /
talked about(see
references), create map of
stores; decorate storefronts accordingly, cloze
paragraphs "Pour acheter
du boeuf, je vais......"
verb chart for "faire",
change from singular to
plural, cloze sentences; fill
in with the correct form of
"faire", have each student
tell what they do after
school using a "faire"
idiomatic expression,
translate a dialogue that
uses faire and the new
vocabulary, each student
creates a question using
"faire" and asks the other
students in the class
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http://french.about.com/library/verb/bl_faire_ex.htm http://www.quia.com/quiz/109287.html
http://www.flashcardexchange.com/flashcards/view/307991
audio CD 4 audio activities, TE, pages 82-83 interactive CD-Rom, chapter 6 pronunciation transparency P6 audio activities, pages
84-85 communication transparency C6 Performance Assessment, task 6 http://www.quia.com/quiz/100860.html
http://french.about.com/library/begin/bl_food.htm
audio CD 4 tests, pages 83-94 Situation cards, chapter 6 Vidéoquiz, chapter 6 Bon Voyage video, episode 6
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RqzR-KwjlrI http://www.quia.com/rr/1717.html http://www.laits.utexas.edu/fi/tv/index.php?
ch=9&ex=4&mode=q
Les Courses, reading page 206 (text) Les Grandes Surfaces, reading comprehension page 208 Les Marchés, page 209 Connexions,
conversations page 210 (text) Bon Voyage vidéotour, chpater 6 http://www.discoverfrance.net/France/Paris/Paris_shopping.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/dna/h2g2/A653249 http://www.enjoyfrance.com/directory/Shopping/General-~-Shopping/Food-Shops/16120-134-0.html

metric system chart;
students will tell what
quantities specific foods will
be sold in; label pictures
with the right measurement
(kilogramme, livre, etc...);
dialogue between a
merchant and client asking
for specific quantities of
items (using the
metric measurements)
verb chart for "avoir";
practice changing
sentences from singular to
plural; use the forms of
avoir to tell what they have
on their desks using realia;
create a shopping list of
thngs and quantities they
need to buy; ask each
other what they have to
buy,; write a paragraph
about what they are going
to buy at the store;
dialogue between two
friends who are food
shoping together; have
students state what is in
their refrigerator; quiz 4
(references); audio CD
activities; pages 82-83
verb charts for vouloir and
pouvoir; students use
forms of "vouloir" and
"pouvoir" to tell what they
want to buy and can buy;
create a story telling about
what they want to do and
what they want to do
there; dialogue about
inviting someone to do
something with you; make
posters about what the
students can do uisng the
verb "pouvoir"; create a
bulletin board with
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selects which
expressions
would best fit
when talking
about foods
recognizes the
difference
between the
metric system
and the US
measurements
utilizes the
metric system
to ask for
quantities of
food
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sentences about what the
students want to do using
the verb "vouloir"
"T" chart comparing and
contrasting the ways in
which French and American
shopping are similar and
different; list advantages
and disadvantages of
shopping in specialty shops
broken down into 2
categories, "petits
magasins" and "grands
magasins"; answer the
true/false questions on
page 208

calculates
standard units
of measure
into the metric
system
identifies the
quantity and
forms that
certain foods
come in
(oeufs,
jambon,
boites)

conjugates the
verb "avoir"
relates the
forms of
"avoir" to
contractions
when talking
about quantity
utilizes
contractions of
"de +
indefinite
article" to
express
quantity
employs "de"
when talking
in the
negative
conjugates the
verbs
"pouvoir" and
"vouloir"
generates
compound
verb clauses
using the
forms of these
verbs and an
infinitive
identifies
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when to use
each verb in
relation to
food
combines
forms of
"vouloir" and
"pouvoir" with
infinitives to
create
compound
clauses
utilizes 2-verb
clauses to
convey what
they can and
want to do

analyzes the
differences in
culture
distinguishes
between food
customs in
France and
the United
States
identifies the
differences
between big
stores and
specialty
shops
lists the
names of
some common
markets in
France
creates an
informed
opinion on
how food
shopping is
done in France
How do we
identify and shop
for articles of
clothing?
How do we state
the color and size
preferences of
clothing articles?

Vetements

Pour femmes

memorizes the
different types
of clothing
articles

Faire des
courses

labels clothing
articles

Pour hommes

Grand(e)
How do we
use verbs to
describe people's
activities?
How do we use
comparative
vocabulary to
compare two or

Petit(e)
taille
serre
au-dessus

identifies
which items
are for men
and which are
for women
tells which
items men

create a picture dictionary;
match the article of clothing
to the word for it; point to
the clothing on your body
as the teacher says it out
loud; realia for choral
response; make 2 lists one side mens clothing
and the other side women's
clothing; question "Que
portez-vous", students
must answer based on what
they are wearing; create a
list of 4 things you can
wear to go skiing- 4 things
to wear in Hawai'i; 4 things
to wear to a wedding
(including both male/female
clothing)

LOTE1-K1-1A
LOTE1-K1-1B

TEXTBOOK; BON VOYAGE, LEVEL 1, GLENCOE, COPYRIGHT 2005 vocabulary transparencies 7.2, 7.3 audio CD 5 audio activities, TE,
pages 87-89 workbook, pages 65-66 quiz 1 page 33 Examview Prom chapter 7
http://french.about.com/library/begin/bl_clothing.htm http://paris.angloinfo.com/af/612/paris-department-stores-and-shoppingcentres-and-galleries.html http://clta.net/lessons/french/magasin.html

LOTE1-K1-1C
LOTE1-K1-1D
LOTE2-K1-1A

vocabulary transparencies 7.4, 7.5 audio CD 5 audio activities TE, pages 89-91 workbook, pages 67-68 quiz 2, page 34 Examview
Pro http://www.galerieslafayette.com/international/index.do http://departmentstoreparis.printemps.com/
audio Cd 5 audio activities, TE, pages 91-92 workbook, pages 69-71 quizzes 3-6, pages 35-38 www.french.glencoe.com
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/gr/vre3.html http://uregina.ca/~laninstit/HotPot/French/Elementaire/exercises/V/v051.htm
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/fi/tv/index.php?mode=q&ch=5&ex=5
audio CD 5 audio activities TE, pages 92-93 interactive CD-ROM, chapter 5 communication transparency C 7 quizzes 1-6, pages 3338 performance assessment task 7
http://www.sil.org/lingualinks/languagelearning/otherresources/actflproficiencyguidelines/ACTFLGuidelinesSpeaking.htm
http://www.sil.org/lingualinks/languagelearning/EssaysOnFieldLanguageLearning/KickStrtngYrLnggLrnng/KickStrtngYrLnggLrnng.htm
pronunciation transparency P7 audio CD 5 audio activities TE, pages 93-94 situation cards, chapter 7 vidéotour, chapter7 Bon
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more people or
things?

pointure
les couleurs

How do we
express opinions
and make
obervations
about people and
things?
How can we
compare clothing
and clothes
shopping in
French-speaking
countries and the
United States?

wear and
which items
women wear

De quelle
couleur...?

differentiates
between
"dressy" and
"casual"
clothing

Forms of
"Mettre"

distinguishes
between
different sizes

Faire
expressions

Plus...que
Moins...que

expresses
which size
they would
like
identifies
different
colors

Aussi...que
adjectives
adjective/noun
agreement
Forms of
"Voir"
Forms of
"Croir"
Usage of que
(qu')
A mon avis...
A votre avis...

Difference
between
malls,
shopping
centers
petites
boutiques vs.
grands
magasins
Les Galeries
Lafayette
Le Prisunic
Les marches
aux puces

modifies
adjectives to
fit with the
gender of the
noun
chooses the
correct ending
for a word
based on its
gender
states
specifically
which article
of clothing
they would
like and in
what size

conjugates the
verbs "mettre"
and "faire"
examines
idiomatic
expressions
using "mettre"
and "faire"
combines the
verbs with
items of
clothing to
express what
they are
wearing and
what size they
are
interprets
idiomatic
expressions

dialogue between customer
and salesperson to ask for
specific sizes and tell how
each fits; audio CD (see
references); match
descriptions to pictures in
relation to sizes; changing
the ending of an adjective
to fit with the noun it is
describing; cloze sentences
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Voyage video, chapter 7 french.glencoe.com http://french.about.com/b/2006/07/13/expressing-opinions.htm
http://www.standards.dfes.gov.uk/schemes2/secondary_mff/mff10/10q1?view=get
reading, "On Fait des Courses à Paris" page 236 reading "Les Vêtements" page 237 size conversion chart, page 239 Marathon
Videoquiz, chapter 7 http://www.ituner.com/language/French.html http://www.tv5.org/TV5Site/programmes/accueil_continent.php
http://www.france3.fr/

verb box for the verb
"mettre"; quiz 3 (see
references), change
sentences from singular to
plural using "mettre"; verb
box race on board;
students question each
other on what they are
weraing today
create sentences comparing
two objects (un chat / un
chien, le francais /
l'anglais, une boutique / un
grand magasin); personal
answers to questions such
as "le foot est plus amusant
ou moins amusant que le
basket-ball?"; each student
verbally compares two of
their classmates; celebrity
comparison,;audio activities
(see references);
noun/adjective agreement
with student-made flash
cards; hold up pink if
feminine, blue if masculine;
workbook pages; quizzes
(see references)
verb boxes for both "voir"
and "croire"; students
make up sentences abou
what they see and what
they believe; change the
sentences into the negative
form; students make oral
observations about what
they see around the room;
using the comparison
vocabulary students write a
paragraph comparing two
things that they see; play
"I Spy" with the verb
"voir"; audio
comprehension CD (see
references),;quizzes (see
references); translate
dialogue on page 234
collect clothing
advertisements from French
magazines such as Marie
Claire, Elle, Mademoiselle,
Homme; have students
write a description of the
clothing and which type of
store it can be found in;
discussion about the
different types of places to
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identifies two
items to
compare
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buy clothing in France /
United States; reading - p.
236-237 (see references)

distinguishes
between two
items
applies "plus
que", "aussi
que" and
"moins que"
to nouns and
adjectives
composes
comparisons
between two
or more
objects

conjugates the
verbs "voir"
and "croire"
memorizes the
forms of the
verbs
recognizes
when to use
each verb

applies "que"
or "qu'" when
necessary
relates the
two verbs to
their own or
someone
else's point of
view
recognizes the
differneces
between
shopping here
in the United
States and
France
discusses the
different
styles of
stores (malls,
specialty
sotres, openair markets)
compares and
contrasts the
shopping
styles of
Americans and
the French
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Essential
Questions

Content

How do we
check in for a
flight?

A l'aeroport

How do we
describe
activities and
services that
take place onboard a
plane?

l'horaire

How do we
use "quel"
and "tout" to
talk about
and ask
questions
about people
and things as
a group?

Un vol

How do we
use the verbs
"sortir",
"partir",
"dormir", and
"servir" in
conjunction
with the
airport
vocabulary?
How do we
know what
tme it is
across the
globe by
using time
zones?

A bord

le comptoir
le billet

Il faut
la cabine
le steward
forms of verbs
that end in "ir"
quel, quelle,
quels, quelles
tout, toute,
tous, toutes
Agreement
between quel
and tout and
the nound they
are describing

Skills

Assessments

defines
vocabulary
relating to the
airport: un
aeorport, une
aerogare, un
avion, une
valise, le
comptoir, le
vol, la
compagnie
aerienne

dialogue between clerk / client to
order a ticket and check in for a
flight; label the parts of the airport
on an overhead; describe an airport
scene using as much vocbulary as
possible; audio CD 5 (see
references); answer questions such
as "Ce sont des valises ou des
bagages a main?"; ask and answer
when flights land according to a
schedule (p. 260 in text); quizzes
(see references)

identifies
items in an
airport

draw a picture and label the interior
parts of a plane; create a boarding
pass based on the vocabulary and
personal information(destination
must be to a Francophone
country); write a story detailing
from the arrival at the airport to the
departure of the plane (and
everything that happens in
between); create a list of opposites
using the vocabulary words
(l'arrivee / le depart, atterrir /
decoller); write 10 sentences about
what is necessary or not necessary
to do when at the airport / on the
plane

points out
different areas
of the airport
describes an
airport (size /
location)
distinguishes
between
different types
of tickets
practices
asking for an
airplane
ticket/boarding
pass

Tout le monde
Forms of the
irregular verbs
"sortir",
"partir",
"dormir" and
"servir"
Servir le repas
un passager
dort
des passageres
sortent leurs
bagages
Le declage
horaire

labels different
items on a
plane
identifies parts
of the interior
cabin
uses "Il
faut..." to
show that
something is
"necessary" to
do
conjugates
verbs that end
in "ir"

differentiates
between
"quel",
"quelle",
"quels", and
"quelles"
uses each of
the above in
the correct
manner
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Standards/PIs
LOTE1-K1-1A
LOTE1-K1-1B
LOTE1-K1-1C
LOTE1-K1-1D
LOTE2-K1-1A

Resources/Notes
TEXTBOOK; BON VOYAGE, LEVEL 1, GLENCOE, COPYRIGHT 2005
vocabulary transparencies 8.2, 8.3 audio CD 5 audio activities TE, pages 98-100 workbook, page 79 quiz 1, page
39 Exam View Pro
www.glencoe.com http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/007865992x/student_view0/chapter8/selfcheck_quizzes.html
vocabulary transparencies 8.4, 8.5 audio CD 5, audio activities TE, pages 100-101
40 Exam View Pro www.glencoe.com http://highered.mcgrawhill.com/sites/007865992x/instructor_view0/chapter8/webquest.html

workbook page 80

quiz 2, page

audio CD 5 audio activities TE, pages 102-104 workbook pages 81-83 quizzes 3-5, pages 41-43 Exam View Pro
Bon Voyage Video -episode 8 www.glencoe.com http://www.airfrance.fr/cgi-bin/AF/FR/fr/local/home/home/homepage.jsp?
BV_SessionID=@@@@0091116767.1202412906@@@@&BV_EngineID=cccfadedfgkkdjkcefecekedgfndgfo.0
audio CD 5 Audio activities TE, pages 104-105 interactive CD-ROM chapter 8 Communication Transparency C8
situation cards chapter 8 Marathon Mental Videoquiz
www.glencoe.com http://www.aeroportsdeparis.fr/ADP/frFR/Passagers/

reading, "Le Declage Horaire" page 280 http://highered.mcgrawhill.com/sites/007865992x/student_view0/chapter8/webquest.html http://highered.mcgrawhill.com/sites/dl/free/007865992x/209783/ch8_frwk_bv1_8_8_05.pdf http://www.aeroportsdeparis.fr/ADP/fr-fr/Passagers/

create a chart for the forms of
"quel" and "tout"; differentiating
between masculine, feminine,
singular and plural; complete
activities 14-17 on page 271 in
text; dialogue with a classmate and
tell each other some things that
your whole family does together;
compare notes to see if each
other's families do the same things;
cloze sentences, fill in correct form
of "quel" and "tout"; change the
words in sentences to plural and
adjust "quel" and "tout"
accordingly

creates verb charts for "sortir",
"partir", "dormir", and "servir";
changes verb forms to match the
subject of the sentences; creates a
story using these verbs based on
the picture on page 288 in the text;
reads aloud to the class; game of
charades in which students act out
the verbs and the other students
have to guess what they are; cloze
paragraph, choose the right verb
and put it into the correct form in
the blank; quizzes and workbook
pages (see references)
students take a sphere (beach
ball) and flashlight (the earth and
the sun) and divide the sphere into
10 time zones; dim lights and have
the students figure out what time it
would be in two different time
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discovers the
difference
between
"tout", "toute",
"tous", and
"toutes"

Page 10 of 13

zones based on where the "sun" is
shining; reading on page 280 in
text

employs the
above words
correctly when
identifying
what they are
specifically
talking about
applies the
correct form of
the above
words to their
writing and
speaking

recalls the
definitions of
"sortir",
"partir",
dormir", and
"servir"
identifies the
above verbs as
irregular verbs
experiments
with these
verbs by using
them in
relation to the
vocabulary of
the airport and
the airplane
discriminates
between
irregular "ir"
verbs and
regular "ir"
verbs

identifies
different time
zones
throughout the
world
matches cities
to time zones
locates where
day and night
are happening
on the globe
computes
flight times
when changing
time zones is
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involved

How do we
purchase a
train ticket?

A la gare

How do we
request
information
about arrival
and departure
time?

le train

How do we
use the verbs
"dire", "lire"
and "ecrire"
and regular
"re" verbs to
talk about
train travel?

le guichet

un billet

Which cities
would we visit
on a train
tour through
Frenchspeaking
Africa?

names
different areas
of the train
station

la salle
d'attnete
l'agent
l'horaire
les annonces
le depart
l'arrivee
la
correspondance

How do we
use
demonstrative
adjectives to
point out
specific
people and
things?

identifies
items in a
train station

Forms of the
irregular verbs
"dire", "lire",
and "ecrire"

defines
vocabulary
words related
to train travel
labels parts of
a train
distinguishes
between an
"aller simple"
and an "aller
retour"
composes
sentences
based on the
vocabulary of
the train

conjugation of
regular "re"
verbs

ce, ces, cet,
cette
using "-la" as
emphasis

describes how
to purchase a
ticket

vocabulary words on vocabulary
sheet; picture dictionary of
vocabulary words; fill in vocab
words that correspond to overhead
9.1; correct false sentences made
by teacher; act out a scene using
the "guichet" and "l'employe(e)";
give commands such as "venez ici",
"allez au giuchet", "sortez l'argent",
"attendez le train" ; students will
have to act out the commands they
are given
schedule modeled after the one on
page 299 in the text; create
questions such as "Quand part le
train pour Paris?" "Dans quel quai
trouvez-vous le train pour Lyon?";
write sentences based on individual
words such as "le quai", "allerretour", "la correspondance"; make
a list of all of the cognates from the
vocabulary list; oral cloze passages,
students listen to paragraph as the
are reading along and have to fill in
the missing words they hear
verb charts for "dire", "lire" and
"ecrire"; worksheets (see
resources); change from singular to
plural sentences; re-write
paragrpah on page 306 (ex.
19) changing it from singular to
plural; cloze sentences on page 307
- ex. 22; dialogue with partner
asking/answering questions using
the 3 irregular "re" verbs; verb
charts for regular "re" verbs,
quzzes (see references); partner
activity, ask and answer what you
and your partner lose using the "re"
verb "perdre"; use the veb
"attendre" and create 3 sentences
relating to the train station

Bamako-Dakar

identifies
arrival and
departures on
a schedule

types of
reservations
necessary for
African train
travel

applies prior
vocabulary
and verbs to
ask for
information

Length of time
between cities

points out the
differences
between le
depart and
l'arrivee

chart of all 3 demonstrative
adjectives; use one demonstrative
adjective and place before each
vocabulary word for the entire list;
stand up and point to a classroom
object, name it and use the correct
demonstrative adjective to
distinguish
masculine/feminine/singular/plural;
cloze sentences filling in the correct
demonstrative adjective based on
the noun in the sentence; use
"quel/tout" in conjunction with
"cet", "cette", and "ces" when
asking and answering questions;
quiz (see references); students pick
items from a desk based on teacher
prompt "Donne-moi ce cahier",
"Donne-moi cette carte"

conjugates the
verbs "dire",
"lire", and
"ecrire"

students read 310-311 and answer
questions on page 311 (ex. A &

LOTE1-K1-1A
LOTE1-K1-1B
LOTE1-K1-1C

vocabulary transparencies 9.2-9.3, Audio CD 6, workbook activities TE - pages 110-111,
workbook page 87, quiz 1 - page 45, ExamView Pro, www.glencoe.com,
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/007865992x/student_view0/chapter9/egames.html#,
http://www.quia.com/hm/173045.html

LOTE1-K1-1D
LOTE2-K1-1A

vocabulary transparencies 9.4-9.5, audio CD 6, audio activities TE - pages 112-113,
workbook page 88, quiz 2 - page 46, ExamView Pro, http://www.quia.com/jw/99282.html,
http://www.quia.com/jg/953231.html
audio CD 6, audio activities TE - pages 114-117, interactive CD, workbook - pages 89-91,
quizzes 3-5 - pages 47-49, http://www.quia.com/jg/1217129.html http://highered.mcgrawhill.com/sites/007865992x/student_view0/chapter9/self-check_quizzes.html,
<!--[if !supportLineBreakNewLine]-->
pronunciation CD 6, audio CD 6, audio activities TE - pages 118-120, communication
transparency C9, Bon Voyage Video - episode 9, video activities - chapter 9,
www.french.glencoe.com, performance assessment - Task 9, situation cards - chapter 9
reading - "Un voyage interessant" - pages 310-311, reading - "La SNCF" - pages 312-313,
http://www.travel-images.com/photo-senegal49.html, http://www.voyagessncf.com/dynamic/_SvTermCommVoySaisie?
_TMS=1202527101173&_DLG=SvTermCommVoySaisie&_LANG=FR&_AGENCY=VSC,
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/dl/free/007865992x/209784/ch9_frwk_bv1_9_8_05.pdf
<!--[endif]-->
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differentiates
between
regular and
irregular "re"
verbs
modifies verbs
to reflect wo
the subject is
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B); usng the internet, research how
much it will cost to get from
Bamako to Dakar; what type of
ammenities are on the train? Is
there only one way to get there?
What are the different types of train
voyages available? Which would
they prefer? Write a summary of
their findings and share with the
class via discussion groups

applies the
above verbs to
train travel
vocabulary
practices using
"re" verbs in
relation to
prior
vocabulary

repeats the
demonstrative
adjectives to
hear the
difference
between them
all
identifies when
to use each
particular
demonstrative
adjective
distinguishes
between the
different
demonstrative
adjectives
practices using
demonstrative
adjectives with
train
vocabulary
combines
demonstrative
adjectives with
prior
vocabulary
uses "-la" to
place
emphasis on a
word

points out
Bamako and
Dakar on a
map
locates
Francophone
countries in
Africa
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describes what
type of train
reservation is
necessary
for a train trip
through Africa
calculates how
long it
would take to
get from one
city to another
on a train
explains what
happens on a
long train trip
discovers how
train trips
through Africa
are different
from train trips
in the United
States

Key to Standards used in this Map
LOTE1-K1-1A [5 occurences] - LOTE Standard 1 - Key Idea 1 [Modern Languages i] - Performance Indicator 1A - comprehend language consisting of simple vocabulary and structures in face-to-face conversation with peers and
familiar adults. [Checkpoint A]
LOTE1-K1-1B [6 occurences] - LOTE Standard 1 - Key Idea 1 [Modern Languages i] - Performance Indicator 1B - comprehend the main idea of more extended conversations with some unfamiliar vocabulary and structures as well
as cognates of English words. [Checkpoint A]
LOTE1-K1-1C [5 occurences] - LOTE Standard 1 - Key Idea 1 [Modern Languages i] - Performance Indicator 1C - call upon repetition, rephrasing, and nonverbal cues to derive or convey meaning from a language other than English.
[Checkpoint A]
LOTE1-K1-1D [5 occurences] - LOTE Standard 1 - Key Idea 1 [Modern Languages i] - Performance Indicator 1D - use appropriate strategies to initiate and engage in simple conversations with more fluent or native speakers of the
same age group, familiar adults, and providers of common public services. [Checkpoint A]
LOTE2-K1-1A [5 occurences] - LOTE Standard 2 - Key Idea 1 [Modern Languages] - Performance Indicator 1A - use some key cultural traits of the societies in which the target language is spoken. [Checkpoint A]
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